
: mill / turn

The use of tail stocks, steady rests, sub-spindles and 

twin turrets, along with B-Axis, C-Axis and Y-Axis 

motion, are common features on today’s machine tools.  

In this complex workspace, the programming of these 

machines is simplified by utilizing the power of Surfcam 

Mill/Turn.
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Mill/Turn Simulation
Surfcam offers a full kinematic simulation 
package. All cycles and movements are 
supported, including full graphics of the 
machine, tail stock and steady  rest, 
allowing the part to be fully tested  before  
reaching  the actual machine tool. The 
simulator offers full collision detection, 
including  many display options, giving  
the user control  over every aspect of 
the simulation. Feedback is given as the 
commands are being simulated, including 
elements  of the program that may have 
caused  issues. Comparison tools will show  
if the part will be machined as expected, 
before  code  is sent to the machine tool.

4 & 5-Axis  Simultaneous
Mill/Turn machines feature extended 
flexibility and capability not offered  in other 
machine tool configurations.

Surfcam takes advantage of  the latest 
technologies and cycles for programming 
simultaneous 4/5-Axis in Mill/Turn. For many 
industries this is becoming the standard 
machine tool on the shop floor.
 
To compliment your Mill/Turn’s flexibility, 
Surfcam offers a broad range of 4 and 
5-Axis operations and options, providing 
maximum control in its Mill/Turn cycles. 
 

Features include : 

Axial Milling
Provides the ability to perform milling or
drilling along the Z-Axis while using the 
C-Axis control. This can be used to machine
contours or holes on the face of the part.

Radial Milling
This allows the user to machine features 
around the diameter of the part, such as 
slots, pockets and holes. These operations 
can follow a turning operation for maximum 
efficiency.

Y-Axis Milling
With Y-Axis capability, a Mill/Turn part can 
be machined off of the part centerline, giving 
more flexibility in manufacturing. Surfcam 
provides full control over this process. 

Multi Task Machining 

One single machining environment 

Full machine tool and toolpath 
simulation

Reduce component  
cycle time

Full collision checking on 
component parts 

Reduce machine tool prove out by 
graphically simulating the toolpath

Support for Twin Spindle, Twin 
Turret, Pickoff spindle, C, Y & B-Axis 

machining
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B-Axis Head Support
In a Mill/Turn environment, Surfcam fully 
supports the use of B-Axis head work, 
whether working on single spindle or sub 
spindle machines.

Surfcam for B-Axis lathes offers the 
following main features: 

B-Axis Positioning on Upper Turret  
Allows more precise and varied approaches 
to Mill/Turn parts, giving the programmer 
a flexible approach to complex components.
 
XYZ movements with the B-Axis Head
Tilted
The B-Axis can be programmed to tilt to any 
valid angle to allow features such as faces, 
pockets and holes to be machined at that 
angle.

B-Axis Machining on both the Main and
Sub Spindles
The B-Axis is fully utilized on machines 
with twin spindles, allowing optimum 
performance through the ability to perform 
machining on both the Main and Sub 
Spindles.

These features are also supported by our 
Full Kinematic Simulator with Collision 
Detection, which, provides accurate 
simulation and feedback of the part being 
cut before NC code is sent to the
machine.
  

 
Upper/Lower Turret 4-Axis Turning
The 4-Axis turning option in Surfcam 
offers major advantages in programming 
functionality which is not always available at 
the machine control. Surfcam programming 
techniques allow you to use more than 
one turret at the same time in the turret 
environment. This means you can use two 
fixed cutting tools in the same cycle, using 
a number of 4-Axis commands from the 
Cycles menu.

Surfcam supports the use of Upper and 
Lower Turret configurations and will  
support simulation of these including 
features such as:

Mirror Turning
Mirror Turning Cycles allow turret 
movements to be mirrored about a plane 
on the Z-Axis. Surfcam then shows the two 
toolpaths lying on opposite sides of the
Z-Axis and  gives full control over both. This
procedure  allows different operations to
then be designated for machining, such as a 
right and left handed tool applied to a
Rough Turn and simultaneous Back Turn.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Balanced Turning
Another one of Surfcam’s many features 
is balanced cycles. The Upper and Lower 
turrets work opposite each other about the 
Z-Axis. These cycles have an additional 
parameter called Z Lead. Entering a value 
here instructs the currently active turret 
to cut in front of the other turret by the Z 
Lead distance. This cycle is automatically 
synchronized for optimum performance.  
 
Synchronized Turrets
An important feature often needed for 
programmers is Synchronization between 
Upper and Lower Turrets. Surfcam performs 
this function with ease. Use of “Wait” 
commands  synchronizes the Upper and 
Lower turrets when wanting to use them 
independently.

The synchronization functions optimize the 
machining cycles between the upper and 
lower turrets, and help reduce
non-productive time. This is made visible 
graphically in Surfcam for adjustment, if 
required.

With  the  addition   of  4  & 5-Axis  simultaneous   milling,  the  simulation   of

these machine tools is made easier for everyone.
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